Single nucleotide recognition using a probes-on-carrier DNA chip.
Following the sequencing of the human genome, SNP analysis of individual patients has become essential for achieving the best drug response and ensuring optimal care. In this study, we developed a cost-effective probes-on-carrier DNA chip for the detection of SNPs. Our chips harbored three different probes against the TP53 gene, and were capable of detecting wild-type TP53 and SNPs such as rs121912651 and rs11540652. Four cell lines were used to validate the specificity of probe hybridization. Strong fluorescence intensity was observed in hybridized spots based on hybridization for perfect base pairing between complementary strands, whereas significantly lower fluorescence (p < 0.05) was observed in nonhybridized spots. These hybridization results indicated that the probes-on-carrier chip is suitable for SNP genotyping.